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Introduction
The 21st century has seen a considerably remarkable increase in the transition towards a virtual
world. Most aspects of human transitions today are currently fast leaving the society called the "real
planes" into a considerably new virtual environment of the information technology using the
computers. The financial services sector isn't left out in this revolution as seen by the emergence of
crypto-currencies as means of processing financial transactions.
Crypto-currencies refer to the virtual currencies; digital cash. They are in many ways, the digital
counterpart of currency like the US Dollar and the Euro. The name "crypto-currency" is derived
from the utilization of cryptography in the process of encrypting financial transactions.
All financial operations are characterized by the transfer of value from one entity to another. For
any financial transaction to be deemed valid, there must be a means of providing authorization and
authentication of the transfer of value. For financial transactions involving crypto-currencies, this is
achieved using a blockchain. Every crypto-currency utilizes a blockchain peer-to-peer technology to
maintain secure valid transactions and Ethereum block chains being the most popular.
BroFistCoin (BRO) is a decentralized cryptocurrency built on the Ethereum blockchain technology,
which is a traditional blockchain technology used by millions of people already. This provides
robust network integrity for the BroFistCoin crypto-currency. BRO coin is designed in such a way
that it is likely to be the biggest Meme Coin of all time in the crypto world. There are multiple
digital wallets and support services provided by Ethereum based ERC20 token for users of
BroFistCoin.

Ethereum based ERC20 token
ERC-20 defines a common list for all the Ethereum to follow. This means that this particular token
tends to empower developers of all types to accurately predict how the new tokens will function
within the larger Ethereum system. Therefore the impacts that ERC-20 has on developers are
massive. As projects do not need to redo each time a new token. They are rather designed to be
compatible with new tokens. The developers of the new token have largely observed ERC-20 rules.
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This means that most of the tokens released through the Ethereum initial coin offerings are ERC-20
based complaint.

Applications and uses of BRO
BroFistCoin is the first decentralized meme network built on top of the Ethereum blockchain
technology. Our vision is it to bring the meaning of memes to the next level.
For that we want to provide a platform that makes it possible to get payed for providing memes on
it and for sharing memes in the web. You will also be able to create meme teams, strategy plans and
more on the BRO network.
This means u can decide on your own if u want to create content and get payed by providing memes
or if u want to share those memes with and for the community and get payed. Create your own
meme ideas, find a team and work on your strategy plans together to make your meme one of the
biggest memes in the entire web.

Concept of the BRO meme network
A creates a meme and provides it on the meme network. A gets paid by the meme network.
B spreads the meme of A and gets paid for this by A.
C consumes the meme of A and gets paid by A.
B and C pay the network for new memes beeing created. Their coins can be used as a vote for
meme topic suggestions.
This means creators earn BRO making their work and use them to advertise their work.
Spreader earn BRO sharing memes and use them to vote for new memes beeing created.
Consumers earn BRO by watching/like/dislike/comment memes and use them as well to vote for
new memes beeing created.
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Benefits of BroFistCoin
BroFistCoin is an Ethereum based ERC20 token regulated by the smart contracts that provide the
support for the platform of the financial transactions. The Ethereum based ERC-20 token provides a
considerably and robust functionality that enables the efficient operations of the BroFistCoin as a
crypto-currency. The BroFistCoin financial transactions in forms of smart contracts are validated
and processed across the entire network. All the rules of the implementations for the BroFistCoin.
The facts that BroFistCoin as a crypto-currency is based on the Ethereum ERC20 token also offers
the extra layer of security against the malicious attacks on the BroFistCoin system.
All the BroFistCoin will be processed, validated, recorded, stored and distributed on the Ethereum
blockchain. This means that the users will have the freedom to choose from the different wallet
options available to them to store the coins.

Enhanced security
Being considerably decentralized, blockchain do not have a central point of failure. There is no
entry point for malicious attacks, and this offers chains durable and reliable.

Anonymity
The transactions in the Blockchain and the identities of the participants will be as anonymous and
protected as the Ethereum platform. In addition, the user of the BroFistCoin will have full control of
their account access information. This reduces the risk of identity theft.

Trustless encryption
The financial transaction using the BroFistCoin will be carried out in a Blockchain. Without the
need of a central oversight body offering authentic and authorization. This elimination of the third
party significantly reduces the risks and associated fees. It is therefore considerably less expensive
and very secure to transact on the BroFistCoin platform.
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Technical implementation
Since BroFistCoin is an ERC20 compliant token, BroFistCoin will be used to store and trade on
various platform or wallets that support the ERC20 standards. The specific users of the BroFistCoin
are pure to support creators, empowers fans and at the same time serves as a system of wealth
management or growth for those that choose to invest in it. This is a deliberate decision that is made
so that BroFistCoin could not be walled off into their own closed ecosystem but would rather
extend as remains accessible across the multiple Ethereum platforms. BroFistCoin is scheduled with
following implementation plan:

Stage 1
The first stage of BroFistCoin is the technical implementation. This will be the development of the
BroFistCoin crowdsale itself. Through making the coin ERC2O compliant. This will make it
possible to store and trade on the multiple platforms across the world.

Stage 2
The next stage is the Marketing & Advertising of BroFistCoin. This will allow more users to store
and send wealth through BroFistCoin to their favorite meme creators and meme bloggers easily.
Our goal is it to lead to the greatest meme coin of all time until the end of 2018.

Team and Media Support
Advisor Team
PewDiePie1: BroFistCoin’s idea got developed by PewDiePie. PewDiePie is one of top YouTuber
and Investors. Felix Arvid Ulf Kjellberg, known online as PewDiePie, is a Swedish web-based
comedian and video producer. PewDiePie originally pursued a degree in industrial
economics and technology management at Chalmers University of Technology. He is also known
for his Let's Play commentaries and vlogs, as well as his following on YouTube. There r 1% of max
BRO reserved for PewDiePie.

1https://www.youtube.com/user/PewDiePie
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CryproWaldo2: CrptoWaldo is one of the top Twitter Influencer. His thoughts in Twitter are helpful
on trading in crypto world. He clearly says “I'm strictly sharing my thoughts on all things in
crypto.”

Core Team
As we know team play is an important role in any organization. John Meacham is the Chief
Executor Officer for BroFistCoin. He is one of the top leaders in crypto investments. He truly
believes that BRO would be the best coin to trade in the web meme world.
David Bondar is Chief Technology Officer for the company. Being CTO leads technology and
development for the crowdsale. His technology skills are playing key role for the people to adopt
BRO coin.
Max Potier is one of the smart technical people who can make IT solution as an alternative way for
any business. He is a smart-contract developer for BRO. His development skills and technologies
are unique to grow BRO more securely.

Conclusions
With considerably larger populations likely to support and adopt the use of this currency,
BroFistCoin is uniquely positioned to becoming the global crypto-currency of choice for memes. It
will incredibly become popular with the Ethereum network and unbelievably become the faster
default currency of the network. There are considerably a lot of benefits that will be attached to this
currency as it becomes the most promising emerging technology of the present time for memes.

2https://twitter.com/CryptoWaldo
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Additional Details
Disclaimers
All claims in this whitepaper are not final or binding since we are still in an early stage and
planning phase while we r raising ethereum in our crowdsale.

Our Media
Website: www.brofist-coin.com
Github: github.com/BroFistCoin-BRO/BroFistCoin
Email: support@brofist-coin.com
Bitcointalk: bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=3059446.0
Twitter: twitter.com/BroFistCoinBRO
Youtube: youtube.com/channel/UCw4o0aXurOtLBfKUS-qnMCA/videos
Telegram: t.me/brofistcoin
Steemit: steemit.com/@brofistcoin
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